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DATA MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS WITH A DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER NETWORK ON NUCLEAR POWER
STATIONS

BY I DAVIS, C.E.G.B., SOUTH WESTERN REGION, BRISTOL, ENGLAND

1. Introduction

In the South Western Region of the Central Electricity Generating Board,
there are 4 nuclear power stations, all providing base load generation
of about 2400MW. The latest of these to be commissioned was Hinkley Point
'B' Power Station, which has 2 AGR reactors and 2 x 660 MW generating
units. Along with many other stations designed at the same time in the
1960's, the majority of plant monitoring was committed to a process control
computer (GEC M2140) which also handled some of the loop controls.

It is generally accepted that sometime during the lifetime of the plant the
central computing system will need to be replaced. The date for this
replacement has not been determined and reference in this paper to Hinkley
Point 'B1 is to provide an example of general data management problems.

The objective of the paper is to identify a mechanism whereby data can
be classified for allocation to a computer within a distributed network,
and show that this is compatible with the proposed approach for replacing
a centralised system with a distributed one.

It is of prime importance to ensure that the data within the computer
system is assigned a level of resilience appropriate to its use. In a move
to a distributed network the total resilience of the system increases, but
any individual function might be less reliable. High reliability of the
computer system in a centralised approach is usually obtained through a
'hot' standby computer which provides a broad based approach to maintaining
performance in the event of component failure (Fig. 1).

The 'hct' standby approach is complex and practically difficult when
distributed computers are used and indeed invalidates the prime reason for
adopting a distributed approach.

2. Advantages of a Distributed Computing Approach

The CEGB has for some time now preferred a distributed computer approach
to plant monitoring and control, and there are now commissioned control
systems on at least 3 mcjor generating units. The approach has yet to
be fully implemented for plant monitoring. Before a distributed computer
system is installed on a nuclear power plant, the CEGB will have to show
that the whole system and the critical components in it are adequately
resilient. In practical terms this will mean proving any new method is as
resilient and reliable as the existing centralised approach. There are 4
major reasons why the distributed computing approach is considered to be a
better option to a centralised one. These are:-
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2.1 Resilience

Within a distributed computer environment the required degree of
resilience can be obtained by considering each function separately
and tailoring the computer support to the specific need. Thus
duplication or even triplication of functions are only supplied where
necessary. Other less critical areas have no immediate functional
support and the rest of the system take account of localised
failure.

2.2 Modularity

Because each element in a distributed network can be given a small,
well defined task, it is strategically easy to re-generate, or
replace any particular function. This feature is naturally only made
available by a well designed system. In the event of a need to
replace a specific control loop or monicoring function, the computer
can be considered as an extension of the plant I/O and replaced or
modified without affecting the rest of the system. However the
system design requires an explicit data management structure to
permit such modifications.

2.3 Extensions

Any monitor or control element can be attached to the system at a
later date without the fear of degrading the performance of the
existing functions. The new elements can be added by engineers with
only a limited knowledge of the rest of the system. This is
obviously very valuable when considering refurbishment in tt̂ .at once
the basic system has been designed and implemented, it can "grow" to
eventually replace all the residual functions of an existing
mechanical or computer based system.

24. Cost

The actual costs of a distributed computer system is probably greater
than a centralised one when considering just the purchase price of
the hardware. However over the lifetime of the computer system the
degree of maintenance work and lack of specialist environment for the
distributed equipment is likely to more than compensate for the
difference in cost. The major advantage of the distributed approach
in terms of costs are the specialist manpower savings that accrue
from using a high level engineer orientated with a language (CUTLASS)
and allowing piecemeal development with a pre-defined data management
structure.

It can be seen that the single factor that has most effect on the
benefits to be gained from distributed computing is the design of
the "data-base", in that it must be simple enough to be used by
engineers and well structured to provide the degree of flexibility
and redundancy required. This is particularly true in the case of
Nuclear Power Plant.
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Data Classification

The location of data within the distributed network should be determined
by identifying the most appropriate degree of resilience that the data must
have. For the sake of this paper, and the identification of a pragmatic
approach, resilience is redefined to be directly related to the mean time
to restore a specific function. This is because modern equipment ic
extremely reliable and the mean time to fail can be measured in months to
years. Thus a highly resilient function would be one where the mean time to
recovery was very short.

For simplicity 3 levels of resilience are considered here to be appropriate
for a distributed computer network on power plant.

3.1 High resilience:- defined as where the mean time to recovery is
less than 1 hour. Here the resilience can only be achieved by
automatic means whereby either duplication of function io provided
or manual switching to an alternative approach. On conventional
plant this approach is typified by control systems that might freeze
and then switch to manual with an alarm indication.

Particular areas in nuclear power plant which fall into this category
are the BCD monitor, the shut down sequence equipment and rod
control.

3.2 Medium Resilience:- defined as when the mean time to recovery is
less than 1 day. In this category partial failure may limit
strategic information and plant flexibility, but would not put the
plant in jeopardy. It is essential to have the ability to recover
from this situation by facilities on site using shift staff. Typical
examples of this are vibration monitorinn on the reactor or
turboalternator, strategic history information and seme incident
recording.

3.3 Low Resilience:- defined as when the mean time to recovery is
greater than 1 day. Here repair can be left to day staff or the
manufacturers maintenance teams. Plant performance is not affected
by such items although the degree of functional "back-up" might be.
Items here would usually include equipment and functions that are
generally more complex, for example, failures within the
communications network which are not significant because of its re-
routing ability. Data items that come into this category are long
term history information and performance monitoring which are
required as part of the off line data coJlac'.ing facilities.
Generally this would not be operational information but related to
the long term plant integrety. Typical examples are the deposition
rate monitor for graphite on the fuel elements, and life fraction
calcul&tions on the boiler tubes.

Having defined the 3 broad classifications it is necessary to allocate
the degree of resilience required for every data item in the particular
system. This does not only include primary data measured from the plant,
but also secondary derived data which usually requires the bulk of data
storage. This process can be simplified by categorising the data into the
following major classifications.
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(i) Loop control and bafety requiring high resilience
(ii) Operating strategy, History and Incident records broadly requiring

medium resilience
(iii) Monitored and Statutory information generally requiring low

resilience.

These are shown in Fig 2.

The main reasons for classifying the data into the categories is that high
resilience is costly and complicated and therefore should only be made
available when absolutely necessary. The classifications also map very
conveniently onto a hierarchical Network and simplify the "data-base"
requirements.

Network Organisation

This paper deals with a theoretical approach to the management of data
in a distributed computer network. The prime reason for this study is
to determine a strategy for the computer replacement at locations such
as Hinkley Point 'B' when the existing equipment becomes too restrictive
or unmaintainable. This is unlikely to happen over the next 5 years and
therefore assumptions are made about the availability of hardware. In
particular it is assumec that in this timescale intelligent message
handling networks will be available which automatically provide routing
redundancy with mii.ltiple ports to the processing nodes. Therefore no
account is taken of the resilience of the network except it could be
repaired on the timescales defined for low resilience systems (greater
than one day). Structures such as this are already available with some
main frame manufacturer's terminal systems. It is only a matter of time
before they are available in the process control mini computer market.

With this assumption the normal concept of a hierarchy is not relevant,
but is retained to assist the design of the "data-base". The normal
linking hierarchy is replaced by a resilience hierarchy, with plant I/O
accessing the hierarchy at all levels. Fig 3 illustrates the proposed type
of hierarchy which is basically 3 dimensional in that some of the high
resilience functions are provided by cross linked duplicate or triplicate
processors.

Unfortunately there is one plant area that causes difficulty in this
approach and has to be considered separately. That is the provision of
on-line displays to the control room. The problem is that Ihe display
processors only hold background and format data locally and access the
specifically required live data from the processing centre assigned with
that data. Thus although it is obvious that the display processors are
given the category of 'high-resilience' and their functions will probably
be triplicated, the data storage requirements fall more into the 'medium
resilience' field. For this reason the displays and associated processors
are not included in the hierarchy but located in another plane as in Fig
4.

It is worth noting that the backing store requirements are broadly
compatible with the resilience levels in that the highly resilient level
generally requires no backing store (except for displays), the medium level
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would usually rely solely on solid state forms of backing store whilst
the low resilient level would use both solid state backing store and
removable data storage such as mag. tape and discs.

Replacement of a Centralised Computer

There are a number of very sicjnificRit factors which cause difficulty when
replacing an existing central computer system with a distributed network.
These problems are anticipated at Hinkley Point 'B' and must be solved and
proven at another location where the criticality of the computer
performance is not as great. Within the South Western Region of the CEGB
there are 2 power stations with ageing computer systems that could be used
as a trial site.

These problems are itemised below:

5.1 Complete Change Over

The obvious approach to replacing the csntralised computer is to
remove the existing computer and replace it with a distributed
network. However this is considered too risky and violates some of
the advantages of a distributed approach. The computer room at
Hinkley Point has very little spare space for more computer equipment
even though the replacement system would not take as much space as
the original machine. The "parasitic replacement" approach is
favoured whereby complete functions are removed from the central
machine and implemented on other equipment. An example that has
already occurred for other reasons is the 400 KV network alarm
monitoring system. The display system is another good example in that
it would benefit from being upgraded to use modern colour graphics
displays. Replacing this function on modern minicomputers would save
considerable space in the computer room which could then be used to
introduce more components of the distributed network.

5.2 Shared Input

Some of the older scanners in service on station monitoring systems
are difficult to couple in parallel with new scanners. For example
the traditional scanners in use at Hinkley Point Power Station test
the condition of the thermocouples by injecting 50 volt spikes which
complicates the concept of shared inputs. Where absolutely
necessary, this can be overcome by front end signal conditioning, but
this tends to be expensive and not fully successful. The more
appropriate method during the transition period is to scan the data
with the new or old equipment and transfer the data between
processors.

5.3 Time to Replace

The time taken to develop the original software for the Hinkley Point
'B' central computer system was about 60 man years. To replace the
complete function with a distributed network could require about 20
man years of effort not including the essential engineering works.
This degree of effort would be better managed if the 'parasitic1

approach to replacement was followed whereby complete transfer of the
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computing function could occur over 2 to 3 years and only require a
limited outage time. Using this approach the original computer
system eventually does no more than route messages in the same way as
the network organiser.

6. Implementation Strategy

The strategy to adopt therefore is a piecemeal approach where specific
functions are taken from the central computer system and implemented on
the distributed network. It is suggested that the first major function
to be replaced should be the display system as this usually is the one
most in need of being updated and in the particular case where space in
the computer room is extremely limited, this should release enough space
to start implementing the network and other parts of the system including
the upgraded displays. The next major area is the 'Category I1

instrumentation and the control systems which can be treated in isolation
and implemented with redundant processors to obtain the required level of
resilience. Once this stage has been completed and the new distributed
network commissioned, the rest of the conversion exercise can proceed
relatively simply.

Table 1 lists the broad plant areas at Hinkiey Point together with the
numbers of analogue and digital inputs on the existing central computer
system and the probable numbers of minicomputers used to replace the
existing functions. The total number of inputs are about 6000 and would
be handled with over 50 minicomputers. It can be seen that the number
of medium and low resilient computers is small compared with the high
resilient ones although the latter are larger and more complex.

The most interesting factor in this approach to the replacement of the
centralised computer with a distributed network is that with the use of
a high level engineer orientated language (CUTLAS5) with built in data
protection, the majority of the work can be done by engineers with a close
understanding of the plant. It is only at the higher levels of the
hierarchy and the basic design of the network and 'data base1 that the
skills of computing specialists are needed to implement the applications
routines. Similarly any alterations or additions can be done by station
engineers with only a limited degree of outside assistance.

7. Conclusions

By approaching the design of a distributed computer network from the
requirements of the data in the system, a simple pragmatic approach can
be used to determine the required system resilience. The network
architecture can thus be built up which is extremely flexible and able
to accommodate extensions in the future. The essential feature of this
approach is that the resultant architecture is simple to understand and
therefore can be used by non computer specialists who understand the exact
plant characteristics. With the help of an appropriate software system
(CUTLASS) these same people can implement the applications routines in
a secure environment.
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This approach is particularly relevant when considering the replacement
of a centralised computer system with a distributed one. Once the overall
strategy has been defined the parasitic approach to piecemeal replacement
of function within the old system can be managed easily and eventually
leads to a fully distributed system with the desired characteristics.

The proposals in this paper are only theoretical, but the debate of how
to replace the centralised computer systems with distributed network on
nuclear plant in the CEGB has started. Such an approach will not be used
on nuclear plant for a few years. Prior to this, the approach will be
studied theoretically and probably on conventional plant. It is hoped that
these proposals will generate some discussion which can beneficially affect
the approach prior to actual implementation on Nuclear Plant.
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1 PLANT AREA

I (SYSTEM)

I C W Systems
I Turbovisory
I Alternator
I Feed Heat
I Boiler Feed Pumps
I Boilers
I Circulators
I Reactor
I Pressure Vessel
I Decay Heat
I Safety Systems
I Health Physics
I Gas Turbines
I Supplies
I 400 KV
I Others

I
I TOTAL

1

Level 2 (History etc.)
I Level 3 (Monitor etc.) ,
I Displays

I INPUTS

[ Analoque

[ 101
! 317

131
1 117

75
I 216

142
866
360
7

201
0
20
96
0

250

2899

I Diqital

280
229
282
231
132
218
275
454
83
55
0
17
57
308
172
228

3021

5920

NO OF PROCESSORS |

1 2 i
1 2

2 I
3 |
4 I
4 |
4 I
4 I
2 I
1 |

4 I
1 |

2 I
4 I
2 I

1
1

1
|

4 I
5 |
4 I

1
54 |

Table 1 Existing number of data inputs on the unitised central
computer system at Hinkley Point 'B' Power Station and
approximate number of minicomputers required to replace
it.
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